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A mutant refugee from the Age of Apocalypse, 
Blink was a member of the original EXILES, a team 
of heroes plucked from their respective realities 
and tasked with stabilizing the dangerously 
shifting multiverse. After saving reality many 
times over, Blink set out to live her own life. But 
the multiverse keeps calling her…
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An entity called the Time-Eater is destroying the multiverse, and the only witness is the Unseen, the being 
formerly known as Nick Fury who is now cursed to watch all reality pass him by. But there is hope: A dimension-
hopping device called the Tallus has gained sentience and is recruiting a new team, starting with Blink. 

The Tallus has recruited four others: Khan (a post-apocalyptic Ms. Marvel), Iron Lad (a Nate Richards who chose 
neither Kang’s despotism nor the Young Avengers’ heroism), Valkyrie (the lone defender of a distant Asgard) 
and Wolvie (an extra-adorable Wolverine from a world full of extra-adorable X-Men). But the Time-Eater is 
tracking them, and now each of their worlds has been destroyed. 

When the new team returned to the Unseen for guidance, they found him under attack from a faction of 
Watchers determined to end his interference in the timestream — even if it means the death of the Multiverse. 
The Tallus was cracked in the battle and sent the Exiles hurtling through time and space, destination unknown!












